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Hello Colorado Wheat. 

Last week I led off with KC July wheat futures going to 70 under July corn and said how unusual it 

was…like in, never. Since then, KC clawed back 40c of that spread in a modest recovery. 

Here’s another “once-in-a-lifetime” (?) occurrence from this Thursday, when July soybeans dropped 

$1.18! 

Now in “fairness”, the Index Rolls were finished, and most public Funds were out of the July a couple 

days before Thursday, so the “players” may not have been the usual teams…and Friday saw N beans get 

66c of the $1.18 back, but…this is crazy: 

 

Friday’s N bean close of $13.96 was also a new 11-week closing low, marking the official End of one of 

the greatest soybean rallies of all time. Wow. 

I think we did learn the value of a trailing-stop system in a strongly trending market, and maybe, 

possibly learned something about “re-entering”, although just putting that in writing makes me plenty 

nervous… 

What a year it was, no doubt. Crop year 20/21 for beans and corn was one for the record books. I 

assume it won’t be this repeated this coming year, but…who knows? These once-in-a-lifetime events 

seem to happen more frequently than “normal”. 

 

Charts and discussions follow, with the goal of giving you useful information to help you with your business. My disclaimer 

remains the same: these are my sometimes rapidly changing opinions, but if you are growing wheat to be sold to the milling 

market, or export wheat market, I believe you should buy certified, fungicide treated seed, and 1. Be willing to store your 

wheat, if it’s the right thing to do 2. Apply 60 # of Nitrogen and 15# of Sulfur at planting, and in the spring, apply another 30# 

of N; and if it’s a wet spring, re-apply another 30# of N about 3 weeks later, and 3. Don’t sell your wheat without discussing 

protein premiums 
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Even though this July – Nov bean chart shows there’s still an 80c premium or so, and plenty of 

opportunity to lose a fortune… 

 

The continuous charts (based on volume) are now showing “top step” as the November, as we see by 

the posted close of $13.13. If we squint, and say the soybean market is bounded by $15.00 and 

$9.00…1/2 way of that six dollar range is $12.00, which could be a likely target if the selling continues. I 

don’t think the weather is good enough (yet?) for that to happen this week, but it’s not impossible. Nor 

is getting back to $9.00, although admittedly that seems difficult to believe. 

 

Probably the best observation from this weekly continuous soybean chart is the fact that it took beans 

about 10 months to make that full $6.00 move, yet it only took 2 weeks to give back almost half of it. 

That’s why selling calls doesn’t offer true downside protection when the music stops and chairs are 

nowhere to be found. 
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Another interesting observation is when we convert that same weekly continuous soybean chart from a 

candlestick chart (shows weekly range) to a line chart (a line links only the closes) AND overlay a weekly 

continuous corn line chart…we see over the long term, corn and soybeans move in the same direction, 

almost in lockstep, and thus corn DOES NOT really offer directional price risk diversification. 

 

And what the heck…if we change the corn line to a KC weekly continuous line chart too, it doesn’t look 

to me like wheat offers directional price risk diversification either… 

 

 

Basically, if beans are moving higher, or lower, so are corn and wheat, especially in the longer term, 

although there are many instances (opportunities?) shown in these charts when things get out of sync. 
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Anyway…that’s why we watch corn and beans. 

Here’s new-crop Nov (X) beans, with last week’s (6/11) close the 11-week closing high at $14.39, and 

this week’s close, $13.13, the new 4-week closing low. Such a quick collapse…possibly too quick, 

although…we can make a fair assumption that if the X beans will close this Friday below that $13.13, 

some additional selling would be expected 

 

Conversely, new-crop Z corn looks a little different, with the 11-week closing high from early May 

@$6.37, and now the 11-week closing low up to $4.97 (just below Five Bucks)…shows a KEY 4-week 

closing low support from 3 consecutive weeks (5/14, 5/21, and 5/28) at $5.45ish still intact and very 

important: 
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At the end of June (June 30), we get the huge NASS Acreage report and the Grain Stocks report, and 

those reports will move the markets. I’m not sure, but I THINK the market is trading corn up 2 million 

acres from the 91.1 million planted corn acres we saw on the 3/30 Prospective Plantings report, and 

soybeans only up a little from the 87.6 million from the same report. 

 

 

And of course, the other big market mover continues to be the weather. 

Last week’s rainfall wasn’t a drought buster, but it was beneficial to the corn crop, no doubt, and 

certainly took some of the edge off of spring wheat: 

 

 

 

 

And the forecast for this week looks to help much of corn country too, so all eyes will be watching that 

box of $5.45ish support on the Z corn chart… 

Here’s this week’s forecast: 
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While it’s probably a true statement that corn and bean Supply benefitted this week, we don’t see any 

evidence that Demand (mainly Chinese imports) slacked off. Corn export loadings remain strong (beans 

don’t matter until later, although at this pace, a small reduction to this year’s export forecast could be in 

the cards). Wheat export loadings…meh…still fairly crummy. 

WEEK 
ENDED 

(06/03/21) 

Weekly 
loadings 

Accumulated 
in season  

Estimated 
fudge 
factor 

Total 
loaded 

est* 

USDA 
projection 

Amount 
needed 

Weeks 
to go 

Bu per 
week 

needed 

Corn 65.4 2148.4 60 2208.4 2,850 641.6 11 58.3 

Soybeans 5.4 2127.2 30 2157.2 2,280 122.8 11 11.2 

All wheat 11.0 16.0 45 61.0 900 839.0 51 16.4 

Milo 4.6 249.5 5 254.5 305 50.5 11 4.6 

         

LAST WEEK         

Corn 64.8 2083.0 60 2143.0 2,850 707.0 12 58.9 

Soybeans 10.2 2121.7 30 2151.7 2,280 128.3 12 10.7 

All wheat 21.9 5.0 45 50.0 900 850.0 52 16.4 

Milo 2.1 244.9 5 249.9 305 55.1 12 4.6 

 

On a side note, it’s hard to get real evidence of anything concerning their food supply from China, and 

some news stories saying private Chinese analysts over there have been shut down recently indicates 

information flow is not getting better. 
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After the recent rains and Thursday’s futures’ washout…here’s how the week ended, and I drew some 

borders around the 3 weeks in Dec corn, which I believe determine the fate of which way we (corn, 

beans and wheat) go from here. I think that area holds until we see the June 30 reports, and after 

that…my crystal ball is very cloudy… 

CLOSE KWN21 KWZ21 CN21 CZ21 WN21 MWN21 SN21 SX21 CRD21 ES21 

6/18 $6.07 $6.26 $6.55 $5.66 $6.63 $7.63 $13.96 $13.13 $71.64 $4154 

6/11 $6.38 $6.55 $6.85 $6.10 $6.81 $7.65 $15.09 $14.39 $70.91 $4246 

6/04 $6.37 $6.55 $6.83 $5.92 $6.88 $8.13 $15.84 $14.36 $69.62 $4228 

5/28 $6.13 $6.32 $6.57 $5.46 $6.64 $7.28 $15.31 $13.73 $66.98 $4191 

5/21 $6.24 $6.40 $6.60 $5.47 $6.75 $7.01 $15.26 $13.61 $63.58 $4152 

5/14 $6.58 $6.71 $6.44 $5.43 $7.07 $7.41 $15.86 $14.01 $65.36 $4169 

5/07 $7.37 $7.47 $7.32 $6.37 $7.62 $7.98 $15.90 $14.34 $64.88 $4225 

4/30 $7.04 $7.13 $6.73 $5.64 $7.35 $7.64 $15.34 $13.40 $63.14 $4175 

4/23 $6.81 $6.94 $6.33 $5.51 $7.12 $7.26 $15.16 $13.42 $61.72 $4172 

4/16 $6.16 $6.32 $5.74 $5.12 $6.55 $6.71 $14.23 $12.74 $63.19 $4176 

4/09 $5.94 $6.11 $5.63 $4.97 $6.41 $6.61 $13.98 $12.63 $59.35 $4120 

4/02 $5.72 $5.89 $5.45 $4.85 $6.11 $6.09 $13.97 $12.64 $61.35 $4010 

July wheat will be history soon, maybe before you harvest your wheat, but it still gives us the picture, 

which is…growing dimmer: 
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I still don’t think hanging on to this year’s wheat crop is the right thing to do. I’d just as soon sell it all, 

after you cut it if you haven’t already. We saw that generally wheat moves in the same direction as 

beans (or corn), and we saw that even with a big Chinese import program, the corn and bean charts are 

not immune to further price drops (mainly from increased acreage and better weather) as current prices 

shown in those long-term charts are not at the low ends of the ranges. I admit I thought last week’s 4-

week closing low of $13.61 in Nov beans would offer better support, but it did not. I assume you will 

stay long beans (or canola or sun seeds) and corn, after this year’s price jump, right or wrong…so being 

long wheat too…is just swinging for the fence. 

MAYBE…this KC Z wheat – Z corn spread chart says KC wheat is too cheap vs corn and could be held onto 

instead of corn, but the other side is we know KC July went to 70 under July corn: 

 

 

I can come up with some reasons WHY wheat could independently rally, although they might not be 

what you expect. I do not think MGEX spring wheat by itself offers strong support to KC. We saw some 

relief in NoDak this week, although it’s still very dry, but no one is talking about Canada very much, and 

most reports indicate the Canadian spring wheat crop is in better shape than expected. Nor do I think 

Europe, China, India, Australia or Russia are experiencing killer droughts. 

 

The two wheat wildcards are related to NEXT year’s wheat crop (what you plant this fall), and they are: 

1. What Brazil (and maybe China) says about Argentina’s GMO wheat 

2. Will USA wheat acres planted this fall significantly decline? 

 

So…even though we will sell our new-crop wheat soon, we won’t be keen to lay off any 22/23 crop year. 
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Another reason for selling this year’s wheat crop sooner than later is the posted basis in the country 

remains quite high, due to feeding. We see the Gulf bids continue to leak for the low protein, now 

showing an 80c spread between ords and 12% protein, which we haven’t seen it that wide since 2018: 

GULF     
date 12 pro ords diff  
6/18/2021 165 85 80  
6/11/2021 165 100 65  
6/4/2021 165 102 63  

5/28/2021 157 110 47  
5/21/2021 160 110 50  
5/14/2021 160 115 45  

 

The posted basis bids in the country and terminals haven’t broken because the feed markets are still 

THE MARKET, but…it’s hard to see the feeding potential still existing after new-crop feed grain’s harvest 

in mid- September: 

Date SE Colorado Chey. Wells Burlington Holyoke area Roggen area 

06/18 $5.92-$6.07 $5.97 $5.67-$5.77 $5.42-$5.62 $5.876-$6.37 

06/11 $6.23-$6.38 $6.28 $5.98-$6.08 $5.73-$5.94 $6.18-$6.68 

06/04 $6.12-$6.37 $6.27 $5.97-$6.07 $5.62-$5.93 $6.17-$6.67 

05/28 $5.88-$6.13 $6.03 $5.73-$5.83 $5.38-$5.68 $5.93-$6.33 

05/21 $5.99-$6.14 $6.14 $5.84-$5.94 $5.49-$5.79 $6.04-$6.44 

BASIS SE Colorado Chey. Wells Burlington  Holyoke  Roggen area 

06/18/(N) -15, -00 -10 -40, -30 -65, -45 -20, +30 

06/11/(N) -15, -00 -10 -40, -30 -65, -45 -20, +30 

06/04/(N) -25, -00 -10 -40, -30 -75, -45 -20, +30 

05/28/(N) -25, -00 -10 -40, -30 -75, -45 -20, +20 

05/21/(N) -25, -10 -10 -40, -30 -75, -45 -20, +20 

Date Concordia Salina Hutch/Wichita Ark City 

06/18(N) -15 -11, -05 -25, -00 -15 

06/11(N) -15 -11, -05 -31, -05 -15 

06/04(N) -10 -11, -05 -31, -05 -15 

05/28(N) -10 -15, +00 -31, -05 -25 
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Yes, the posted prices are a buck off the highs, but…they are almost $2.00 better than last year at this 

time, so…do what you gotta do, which is harvest it, and sell it. 

And that assumes you’re done planting your milo.  

 

Busy, and stressful…yikes. Slow down is what this old man says. 

 

This article about using AI and Big Data to more accurately predict wheat yields is moderately 

interesting, although it’s from Europe, and references hybrid wheats. Wait until they start talking about 

predicting GMO wheat yields…I think the accuracy will be even better. 

https://phys.org/news/2021-06-big-ipk-accuracy-wheat-yields.html 

 

Have a good week. Stay safe. 
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